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Introduction
One has to read about his childhood memories with 

feelings of nostalgia. In the following passage GP. 

Capt. K. K. Bhasin- S.M. (Gallantry), takes a walk 

down the memory lane. He describes his childhood 

in THATTA, a village at the foot of 'Kala Chitta' 

Mountain. 

The piece takes a closer look at someone who 

recollects fond memories while keeping the 

cherished moments alive in his mind. It reminds us 

all of how important it is to cherish your past even if 

times seem rough today!

Read on to discover his incredible story.

That was a long time ago!

My memories are of the time of partition of India, 

during 1947 AD (when the nation was divided into 

India and Pakistan). I was around 11 years old, and 

my family had migrated to UP in India because of 

riots in villages of the area. I lived in the village 

named 'THATTA', often referred to as the town 

situated at the foothill of 'Kala Chitta' mountain. 

Located at an altitude of 407 meters (1338 ft.), east 

of Basal village, at about 2 miles from the town was 

connected by bus and train. The town /village now 

holds the status of a town council/ tehsil (as seen 

from various websites such as Google). Basal 

Junction Railway Station is 85 km from Islamabad 

on the Campbellpur-Kohat and Rawalpindi-Kohat 

rail lines and is about 2 km from Thatta town. 

Country : Pakistan

Province : Sindh

District : Thatta District

The village during 1947 AD was 
in the jurisdiction of:

Police station and post office in Basal West of 

Rawalpindi and South of Campbellpur.

Police Post/Chowki was located at THATTA.

Tehsil HQ. In 1947 was Pindigheb (now Jund), 

South of Basal Jn at about 2 km and was 

connected by bus.

Dist. HQ.was Campbellpur. Now it is named 

district Attock.

Rawalpindi was approximately 70 to 80 miles 

east of Basal, while Thatta/Basal is west of 

Rawalpindi (now the twin city of Islamabad).

The village was only connected by Kacha road, 

where Tonga's were the only railroad station. The 

motorable tar road was passing near the village 

at about 1/2 km across the dry bed of adjacent 

flash 'Nala'.



Those Memorable 
Days at My House in Thatta…

My father moved to a village (our ancestral village) 

in 1942 from Rawalpindi (Attock oil refinery-Morga), 

where he was serving. My grandma, Dadi, lived in 

the village. During the 1947 partition riots, we were 

forced to leave the village after nearly four years of 

staying there. Having started his business of 

manufacturing Lungies (Pathans turban cloth) in 

t h e  v i l l a g e ,  m y  f a t h e r  b e c a m e  a n 

industrial ist/businessman from a refinery 

employee. 'Talipand' was the name of our ancestral 

house. It was a double-story house with three 

bedrooms, a kitchen and verandah on the ground 

floor, and terraces on the first and second floors. A 

drawing room called Baithak was separate across 

the lane. It was furnished with new furniture. 

The village where I spent my early childhood had a 

profound influence on me. The stay in the village 

was short. We had to leave with the help of the army 

due to riots without even a faint idea that we would 

never return. I still miss the happy stay in the village 

that gave me the feeling of wholeness, liberation, 

and independence.

He kept a buffalo in Haveli opposite Baithak. We had 

some dilapidated ancestral houses where Khadis, 

i.e., looms, were established. My father also had a 

shop in the village bazaar for marketing. A weaver 

and a munshi were employed, and a firm came into 

existence.



G P. Capt. K. K. Bhasin - S.M. (Gallantry) 

shares his migration story against the 

odds after the partition of India and 

Pakistan in 1947. Here, are some edited 

excerpts based on a true story:

The partition STORY in the 
words of G P. Capt. K. K. Bhasin



It was the month of March, and we received the news 

of riots in the village. Furthermore, a series of events 

led to the migration of the entire Hindu/Sikh 

population from the area. We were, at that time, 

staying in our village -Thatta, about 2 km from Basal 

Junction Railway Station (72.4-33.6). 

There was news that communal riots had broken out 

in Rawalpindi. The show was immediately stopped, 

and we were asked to go home. The return was 

organized Mohala- or gali-wise. Children and ladies 

were being escorted by men from the Mohala or 

members of the village volunteer body. Our family 

kept discussing the subject and future action 

required for the entire night. No one ever imagined 

that this was going to be a permanent migration. It 

has been more than 60 years since we visited our 

ancestral village even once. It is now a part of 

Pakistan, and relations between India and Pakistan 

remain tense.

We will never forget that night when the whole family 

was sitting in the open, in a Haveli (a type of house), 

watching the village soap/theatre in March. The play 

was being staged as part of the Holi festival. I don't 

remember the exact date. Probably, it was the 24th 

or 25th of March. The play being staged that night 

was Raja Harish Chandra. It was probably 11 pm or 

11.30 pm. 

(Location in Pakistan) 



The next morning, my younger brother and I went to 

our fields along with our father. We were having a 

bath in the field well (Persian well, locally called 

Raht). Suddenly, we saw many people of other 

communities,  i .e. ,  Muslims, gathering on 

surrounding high grounds. Seeing this and their 

aggressive posture, we decided to return. As my 

younger brother and I returned to our house with our 

father, we took all the appropriate security 

precautions in a manner, just as if we were armed. 

We spent that day in our house. At night, we all 

gathered in another house, along with the families of 

this area/Mohala for a night stay.

even to him, if another person accompanies him. If 

he returns to communicate some information, then 

everyone should ensure that he is alone. The village 

was looted that night. People from surrounding 

villages also joined this loot and hooliganism while 

many Hindu houses were looted. I remember, 

though faintly, that at midnight, he came and 

informed my father that our house is being attacked 

and if we wanted to save it, we must do the needful 

immediately. Father, along with Pandit Ji, went to 

the corner of the lane/gali (at L turn) and fired one or 

two rounds from his gun. They ran away, and our 

house as well as the houses adjacent to it, were 

saved.Families from across the village gathered in safer 

houses, in their respective areas, where security 

could be extended to them. Each group had one or 

two arms for safety and self-defense. The day was 

also spent in a well-guarded double-storied house 

selected suitably with all security precautions. 

Water storage facilities were available in this house. 

Collective cooking was done, and food was 

distributed to all from the store of the same house.

On the second night, all of us shifted to an old, 

dilapidated house, one of our ancestral houses. One 

of us of the same gali, by the name of Pandit Ji, had a 

single barrel gun. The supervisor of our workshop 

was a Muslim Pathan. He was helping us with 

security. I still remember he told my father that he 

would keep providing situational reports, but none 

of us should open the door of the house at night, -

We stayed outside for two or three days. I don't 

remember the exact dates. We returned to the house 

fearful of unforeseen events. We could still hear 

voices and shouts of Halabolo, Halabolo, or Aagaya, 

Aagaya. Meetings of peace committees organized 

by the civil administration, consisting of Hindus and 

Muslims, were being held. No results. Tension 

prevailed. We stayed in our house 3 or 4 days after 

that. A Muslim friend of my maternal grandfather 

(NanaJi) stayed at our house. His name was Ghela, 

and we used to call him Ghela chacha. He slept on 

the top roof of our two-storied house. He asked us to 

remove the wooden ladder to avoid the bad 

intention, in case wrong thoughts creep in his mind 

because of the call by a religious colleague of the 

village.

Hooliganism and Loot in the Village  



His wife name 'Kesro', at times, visited our house 

during the day to check the situation/welfare such 

was fanaticism at that time. People from 

surrounding vi l lages and hooligans again 

surrounded the village and made efforts to attack. 

Although we had no idea why they did not attack us, I 

assume they must have gone to other smaller 

villages, where a lot of looting and killing took place, 

such as in Basal and Kisran. We could hear a lot of 

noise and shouts at night. Two people from our 

village were also killed (I don't remember their 

names). I had seen their dead bodies when we were 

staying at a camp established by the army at Basal 

Railway station. As far as I remember, barring a few, 

most of the people from our village were helpful. 

They helped us to get to hideouts and kept us 

informed when people from outside invaded the 

village. 

However, they did participate in crowd activities like 

looting and breaking houses. As soon as the 

raiders/miscreants from outside entered the village, 

their attitude would change, their tempers would go 

high, and the situation would take a dangerous turn. 

I still remember many of them telling me, “They are 

outside people, we want to help you, but you know 

the direction of the wind prevailing is not favorable.” 

I still fail to understand this thing. Even though I was 

only 11 years of age, a few incidents still seem fresh 

in my mind. Why Hindus and Sikhs were being 

disarmed? Their licensed arms were deposited in 

police stations much ahead of partition. In March-

April 1947, before riots, Peace committees were 

formed, without any role assigned. Chacha 'Ghela' 

Our loom workshop supervisor, a Pathan, played a 

significant role in maintaining the security and 

keeping our morale high.

Camp Basal Station

The villagers were informed that Hindus in the 

village were no longer safe and would soon be 

shifted to camps with armed military guards. The 

army at basal junction railway station set up a camp 

for our area. 

Army personnel then entered the village to evacuate 

the Hindus. We had reached a stage where we had 

lost trust in everyone and everything. People even 

asked the army personal to give proof that they were 

Hindus. I had seen some of them showing their Choti 

called Bodi in the local language (A bunch of hairs on 

the top of heads). Troops were Garhwalies/Gorkhas 

and were able to satisfy the people. It was only after 

this that people started accompanying the soldiers, 

without the slightest hint that they would never be 

back again. Buses came to the 'Kas' (dried river) 

area of the village along with the army. Hindus 

escorted by the army moved to buses. We also came 

to 'Kas' and boarded the bus. People brought along 

with them whatever they could carry themselves.



Only the valuables and minimum essentials were 

carried as no additional aids to carry the stuff were 

available. Even under these circumstances, some 

elderly refused to leave the village. They refused to 

believe that people living with them for centuries 

would kil l  them and not accept them. My 

grandmother, Buha Ji (our neighbor), and many 

other old ladies and gents refused to leave. The army 

had given limited time for people to move out, 

anticipating fresh trouble. People had refused to 

accept the reality of the situation. They had to stay 

behind with the promise to make another effort to 

evacuate them later.

Incidents in our village were nothing when compared 

to these. Many were killed, ladies jumped into wells 

to save their honor, while children and infants were 

thrown into the fire. Horrifying tales that were better 

not heard. Nara village was saved since the army 

reached there accidentally, reading the road sign as 

Narara, where they were supposed to go owing to the 

reports of troubles. At the Basal station, camp 

arrangements were under the control of the army, 

and people were provided with ration and other 

arrangements, under the prevailing situation. I 

remember my mother cooking in open, under the 

odd circumstances, and borrowing/purchasing 

rations to cook food for us since no one had carried 

ration along with them. The army was supplying 

ration and food material only, and she had to stay in 

line to get that. I was about 11 years of age, and for 

the first time, I had seen two dead bodies- one of a 

father and the other of the son, from our village while 

at basal station camp. We stayed in camp for 3 or 4 

days and moved to Campbellpur by train. We stayed 

in Campbellpur at my Buha's (sister of my father) 

residence.

My father also pleaded before his mother and 

brought us to the army bus. My grandmother told my 

father that she would stay back to face whatever 

may happen. However, he asked my father to take 

his family and children, leave the place immediately 

to get out of the danger zone. My father came along 

with the sons of Chacha Kashi and their families - we 

left the place with military guards. My grandmother 

was later evacuated directly to Campbellpur, where 

we had already reached as a result of the efforts of 

my father and his maternal uncle (brother of my 

grandmother). In due course of time, Chacha Kashi 

and Buha Ji also left the village. We stayed at the 

basal station Camp for two to three days. It was here 

that I saw the bodies of two persons killed in our 

village being taken for post-mortem to Pindigheb, 

the tehsil headquarters. Here, we heard the tale of 

other villages. We blessed our stars after listening to 

the horrific stories of atrocities, looting, and killing 

at Basal village, Kisran village, Saghri, and several 

other villages.

Campbellpur
My Buha's house was in Thatta Lane/Mohala of 

Campbellpur City. Many people from Illaqa-Jandal 

took refuge in their relatives' houses in this area. 

There were some children present there, and we 

enjoyed ourselves a lot with them. Children were 

ignorant of the consequences, and rightfully so, 

while adults thought this temporary phase would 

not last for long. We had lots of fun playing in the 

streets, making friends and having fun. 



Initially, the riots were confined to Pakistan but 

eventually engulfed north India as well. We were 

then informed by our parents that this was a 

temporary phase, but that did not mean that we 

could go back to the village. We had to prepare for 

the next step of our exodus. Some elders of the 

family were sent to India. (Part not included in Future 

Pakistan as per the details known from the 

newspaper at that time).

Bhaya Chunilal came with them as part of the 

advance team and asked us to migrate to Haridwar 

in Uttar Pradesh (then United Province). Thus, after 

a few days of stay, we all migrated to Haridwar from 

Campbellpur. My Dadiji, as mentioned, had already 

joined us. The caravan included the families of 

Bhaya Bodhraj from Jand, the Family of Bhaya 

Chunilal from Campbellpur, and many others. We 

were packed like sardines onto the train for 

Haridwar- for how long nobody knew. Although we 

were worried about all, we left the area to save those 

who could be saved. Our caravan has landed on the 

bank of river Ganga, i.e., the Ganges at Haridwar. I 

will never forget the 'Kanwal das ki kutyia' the 

Dharamshala, where we stayed. Our family was 

accommodated in one room. Those were the hard 

days when a struggle for existence had already 

started. I could never forget the incident - when 

some sadhus with lathis attacked the families of 

displaced personals and broke their tandoors and 

chulahs (earthen ovens and cooking places) made 

temporarily outside their rooms in the absence of 

the kitchen. 

There was a lot of harassment and hooliganism 

there, resulting in tension and strained relations. 

This continued until Mahant was changed, and 

another disciple of the late Mahant took over.

(a) A city camp: As time passed, the whole city of 

Haridwar turned into a refugee camp. All of us 

coming from ensuing Pakistan (part of then India) 

were called refugees. Many other names were 

des igned for  them wi thout  rea l iz ing  the 

circumstances under which people were migrating 

from Punjab, Sind, N.W.F.P, and Bengal. All 

Dharamshala, community halls, temples, or places 

available for stay, were being turned into mini 

camps. These were unorganized, unaided camps 

and were not like govt-organized camps at 

Kurukshetra. Here people were at themselves. 

Human resources had overstretched. Not only were 

shortages of rations pressing on the city, but 

hygiene, sanitation facilities, and administrative 

controls had also broken down. Many people from 

Rawalpindi, Campbellpur (Attock) were distracted, 

and from N.W.F.P and neighboring areas had shifted 

by April and May. No one at that time knew whether 

they had come temporarily or permanently. Since 

the migration began affecting local lives, locals 

started giving them various names. As the number 

of migrants increased to Haridwar, civic facilities 

deteriorated, resulting in the spread of diarrhea, skin 

diseases, and respiratory diseases. However, 

Haridwar was still better when compared to other 

places and camps where people had to stay before 

they migrated to Haridwar.

Image courtesy: Hindustan Times



(b) We stayed in Haridwar for about a few months 

while people started helping each other as the 

resources were dwindling. They shared their sorrow 

and happiness while changes in eating habits 

continued to impact their health. Most of the people 

from the northwest Frontier area were non-

vegetarian. They started going out in the 

jungle/forest in the neighboring areas of Raiwala 

and Jawalapur in groups to satisfy their urge, as 

Haridwar had placed a ban on the consumption of 

non-veg food items. 

They used to take goats along with them to various 

places in forests and slaughter the animal. Cook, 

eat, enjoy the day and return in the evening. These 

used to be an all-men party, and none of the women 

attended them. The discussion went on until it 

became evident that their stay may become 

permanent, and they must take care of the finances 

and the education of their children. Adults started 

looking for jobs. As I mentioned earlier, no one 

hesitated to work for the family. My father had also 

begun looking for ways to increase the family's 

finances. He, along with some friends, began 

marketing by purchasing items from one place and 

selling them at another. Children also joined in. 

When I was a child, I also asked my father if I could 

help him by selling some home-cooked items like 

many other children. The next day my father took me 

to a nearby school run by NGO/ex-INA officers. I was 

never allowed to work for him or help him in his work. 

He always told me that it is my age of education and 

learning. A canal of the holy Ganga river was running 

behind this Dharamshala at about ½ km. Ladies 

generally used to go to wash clothes there. There 

was a small bridge on the canal connecting it to the 

forest across (all this area is now a developed area). 

We took bath in the canal every morning and evening 

and sometimes jumped into the canal water from 

the bridge. We would also go for walks in the forest. 

While the sorrows and the problems existed, there 

was no sense of dissatisfaction among us. We 

received news of the loss of relatives almost daily, 

while many relatives and family members continued 

to join us. People shared moments of pain and joy 

without knowing each other.

Fanaticism, Cruelty, 
and Humanity
As more people kept pouring in, they began 

narrating their stories. These were stories of 

fatalism, torture, and humanity. They shared 

experiences of special trains, traveling in foot 

caravans, and helping each other. My grandfather 

shared the stories of anguishes and worry with us. 

They narrated how their train was stopped for more 

than 24 hours in a forest without them having 

access to food and water. Armed with swords, 

lances or barchans, knives, pistols, and guns (single 

or double barrel), fanatic Muslim groups had 

surrounded the train. The train was guarded by 

mostly Gurkha soldiers who had chosen to serve in 

India. Most people told me that Gurkhas and 

Kumaonis were mainly relied upon for evacuation 

from West Punjab. They narrated how they saw 

bodies hanging from trees and how people on trains 

at Lahore and Atari were completely butchered. 

These trains were coming from the Pakistan and 

Indian side of Punjab. The fear in the minds of ladies 

and children was difficult to describe, but there were 

episodes of humanitarianism and the spirit of 

cooperation that are worth mentioning. Whether in 

special trains or camps, each helped the other. 



Sharing whatever they had. Psychology of nothing 

belongs to me, and community comes first started 

prevailing. Even pieces of bread and roti and the 

water available were being shared. On one occasion, 

a pregnant woman developed labor pains in the 

overcrowded specia l  t ra in  compar tment , 

immediately the corner of that compartment was 

vacated by men, and ladies took over the delivery 

process after cordoning the area with sheets/ 

dupattas borrowed from all. No one asked for a 

doctor or midwife as there was none. As the baby 

was delivered (in that makeshift delivery room), 

there was a wave of joy all around. At that moment, 

they had all forgotten their pain. People shared their 

sorrows and joys without knowing each other, 

without even thinking about meeting or parting in 

the next moment or even surviving. In the camps, 

ladies prepared chapatis with Atta, whatever quality 

As the time passed and the day of partition, i.e., 

Independence day came nearer, people started 

realizing that they would have to stay permanently. A 

psychological change took over both in those who 

migrated from Pakistan part of India as well as the 

locals. A sense of seriousness started to prevail. 

Worry and anguish had started taking over. People 

began moving out to build their permanent nests, 

moving to places across India, leaving behind their 

temporary camps. Initially, no one had ever 

imagined they would never return to their land. Deep 

scratches in the mind of people kept affecting their 

lives. The loneliness of nights, at times echoes of 

voices- 'Aa-gayai, aa-gayai', and 'Maro-Maro' still 

used to shake up many in the middle of the night. 

and quantity, and shared them with Philanthropists, 

Temples, and Gurudwaras, who had helped and 

joined forces with government administration.



People started realizing that they would never be 

able to go back. They would have to spread all across 

the Indian part of the country or even abroad. For 

them, globalization had started without the means 

of livelihood. They had to earn a livelihood, look after 

their families and settle down permanently among 

the unknown people with languages (that they had 

to learn), among new environments and cultures. 

Already displaced personnel was facing the problem 

of a khichri culture and languages. People from 

Punjab, N.W.F.P, and Sind speak Punjabi, Pushto, 

Urdu, and Sindhi in various dialects. There were 

lakhs of people, crowding all areas and impacting 

the livelihood of the locals. Thus began the search 

for permanent settlement.

The cultures were mixing. People from Punjab, 

NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), Sindh, and 

another part of future West Pakistan (now Pakistan) 

had already started developing a mixed culture, and 

now they had to learn to mix with locals to settle 

permanently. It was important to understand the 

local culture and take into account their sentiments 

and emotions. The feeding habits and cooking 

methods of the people of Punjab, Sindh, and NWFP 

were different from each other. The local culture and 

eating habits were different as well. The climatic 

conditions, weather, environments, and ecology 

were also completely different. Everything had 

intermingled among the various languages and 

dialects of displaced people. For instance, Pushto 

mixed with Punjabi and then with the Sindhi 

language as well as other dialects. They had to now 

learn the local language in order to settle 

permanently and plan for the future. Numerous 

variants existed as their kith and kins were settling in 

different parts of India. Some went abroad as well!

A Mixed Culture 

There has been very little attention given to the 

psychological effects/trauma of partition on 

displaced persons. A lack of facilities to study/treat 

such impacts as well as the administrative problems 

of partition prevented this. Partition has caused 

minor and major mental traumas to many people. 

Other factors included psychological conflict, 

stress, the strain of economic survival, and an 

uncertain settlement for many months. People have 

been dealing with the unexpected. There were many 

migrations during the war. It was a migration 

without a war. People assumed that after some time, 

governance would prevail. Although initially 

sympathetic, locals became hostile as their 

resources dwindled. As a result, the sympathy of 

locals turned into a rivalry.

Psychological Conflict



More than 70 years have passed, and my parents and 

other elders of the family have left for heavenly 

abode, hoping till the end of time, they may be able 

to see their heritage places. I am now retired as a GP 

Captain, having served for 25 years. Both my sons, 

Ashim and Amit, are married and well established 

with their businesses. Both my brothers and sisters 

live in Bareilly. 

My grandchildren have grown up, while my 

granddaughter 'Aditi' is employed in Sweden and 

grandson 'Arnav' is studying in Minneapolis (US). 

My grandson 'Aryan' and granddaughter 'Vedika' are 

in the USA for studies. It has been more than 72 

years, and the relationship between both countries 

is still tense. I hope one day someone in the family 

will visit those areas since they have ancestral ties.

I feel extremely happy to see that today children 

have completed their graduation and are employed 

in the USA. I have not visited home for more than one 

year due to COVID-19 restrictions and lockdown. I 

want to end this story by reminding everyone that it 

is a beautiful thing that we have now. The future 

belongs to the new generation! Life is a journey full 

of exciting twists and turns, and everyone should 

help one another, believe in themselves, and never 

lose hope.

Conclusion

In the minds of the people, the joy of independence 

mixed with the trauma of division, caused conflict 

and confusion. Survival had become a race. All 

doors  of  he lp  were  c los ing except  some 

administrative set up to guide and counsel. Camps 

were closing, or people were leaving. There can be 

neither  permanent camps nor  permanent 

settlements in such camps. People who migrated 

from West Pakistan in 1947 had this outlook.

As time passed, feelings of fear, helplessness, and 

desolation began to diminish. As a result of their 

courage and willpower, they overcame the 

abundance of hurdles to permanently settle in India. 

New jobs, new businesses, and new trades without 

any training and any economic and financial 

backing in an unknown land, but they survived. The 

traumatic psychological effects of losing family, 

land, and property were factors that one did not 

re a l i ze .  W h a t e ve r  m a y  h a p p e n ,  re s i d u a l 

psychological effects remained for years and 

affected all gents & ladies, infants and children, 

young and old, rich and the poor. 

All had their share of mental scratches, some more 

and some less. The fact is that even Mahatma 

Gandhi never believed, before the final agreement, 

that India would be partitioned.

Photograph from
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Understanding Hinduism 
Hinduism is one of the major religions and cultures 

of South Asia. Its origins lie in the Vedic religion. 

Hinduism first came into reference during the 5th 

century B.C. as a term, which was used for 

describing people residing near the Sindhu River 

that further links to their earliest forms of worship, 

tied together by the threads of common beliefs 

found across much of South Asian culture today. 

Hinduism has also been used to refer to residents 

belonging to Doriya's empire when it expanded 

beyond borders in the east during 517 BC after 

noticing a strong presence in multiple areas 

throughout eastern India. Today, there is a 

widespread desire to discover more about other 

religions that rely on dogmas unrelated to religious 

or societal practices and exclude elements such as 

less specific spiritual concepts or rituals for 

worshiping gods within other belief systems and 

groups.

The river links back to an even older age where it was 

referred to as the Sarasvati River. 

Religion or Way of Life
Hinduism defies all traditional and technical 

definitions of religion. While facing severe 

competition from other religions in the world, it still 

maintains its mass appeal while offering a vast 

perspective that respects many traditions without 

compromising its values and losing its vitality. The 

only way to find the jewel in the deep well of 

Hinduism is to look at the course it has taken. While 

Hinduism is a construct with multiple faces, its 

roots can be traced back to the Vedas and various 

associated texts. There are numerous fold traditions 

within Hinduism including, Shaivism, Vashinism, 

Shaktism, and Tantra. Numerous deities -

worshipped have become an integral part of 

Hinduism, even though Vedic religion prohibits this, 

as will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

With time, it has received support from various 

schools of philosophy (such as 6 Darshana).

Vedic religion values 33 major deities (such as 

Shiva, Vishnu, Parvati, Surya, Agni, Pavan, Indra, 

Rudra Shiva, etc.). It also values hundreds of 

Puranic deities, believed to be created by Baramaha, 

who created humans and gods in a manner that they 

would depend on each other. These deities are 

worshipped through various rituals, sacrifices, 

Havana, or Homa.



Vedic believers should adhere to the beliefs, values, 

and doctrines listed in the scriptures. All 

philosophers of India (Vedic/ orthodox) have to 

acknowledge the authority of Vedas. No matter how 

crude or inexplicable the purpose of any religion 

may seem, anyone who understands it can trace it 

back to the idea that spiritual entities manifested on 

earth as natural forces. It was built on the principle 

of self-realization. The goal or objective is 

enlightenment. Vedic religion has a format, 

l imitation, rules, and regulations that are 

documented or written for a finite article.

The late Vedic idols and statues found in Greece and 

Rome are similar to those found in Greece. It 

reminds me of the image of worship of the 

Bactrians, Greeks, and Persians that predates the 

intermingling and integration of the Indo-Iranian, 

Proto-European groups, moving into central Asia 

and out of it during the post ice age. Aryan/ Indo- 

Scythian movements were taking place in some part 

of west India, near the mountain region. Around the 

mountain region, the early Hastinapur civilization 

was mixing Vedic culture with multiple cultures, 

with many people adopting practices of image 

worship and exchanging many customs and rituals. 

Contradictions result from the same truth adapting 

itself to the various circumstances and different 

nature of religions when it integrates with multiple 

faiths, philosophies, rituals, and practices. For 

several centuries, the word Hindu denoted people 

from the subcontinent, not their religion. As is 

clarified above, the word Hindu/Hinduism has lost 

its original sense for a long time now. Various belief 

systems, philosophy, customs, morals, religious 

laws, cultural laws, values from the Indian 

subcontinent (different from Vedic) evolved in the 

Indian subcontinent/countries and places where 

Hindus/Vedanta settled as well as developed their 

own practices. During this process of integration, 

people accepted any person, God, Prophet, theory, 

dogma, or institution as central to Hinduism and 

spirituality.

The belief that God is omnipresent and omniscient. 

The belief that the soul exists and is indestructible 

and infinite. Belief in triple God Brahma and his 

numerous manifestations. The belief in nature 

(Shakti), Vedic scriptures, multiple worlds, Karma, 

and resolution of Karma. The world is an illusion or 

projection of God, and many other beliefs, as well as 

practices, have been adopted as part of the Hindu 

religion. While some are old, others are new, like 

yoga, domestic worship, the existence of souls in all 

living things. Those Gods worshiped by the Hindu 

religion are Vedic religion deities. Vedic religion has 

been practiced involuntarily by other religions (non-

Hindu religions) such as Jain, Kabir Panth, Tibetan, 

Buddhist, Zoroastrian, Chinese, and Japanese who 

observe Buddhism variants.

Integrations/Contradictions 



Symbolically the idol worship is not only about 

w o r s h i p p i n g  t h e  c o n c re t e  f o r m  o f  G o d 

(Murti/Murtam), but also the subtle, invisible, and 

formless (Amurtam) in the body. Isa Upanishad 

says: Those who worship in ignorance enter the 

blinding darkness while those who worship 

knowledge alone enter even greater darkness. He 

k n o w s  b o t h  k n o w l e d g e  a n d  i g n o r a n c e 

simultaneously, crosses death through ignorance, 

and attains inert life through knowledge. Vedic 

ceremonies and sacrificial procedures were not only 

elaborate but also costly and costly, so idol worship 

was an easier alternative. It conveniently bypassed 

the intervention of priests, and people could directly 

worship their God without needing expensive caste-

based priests. Mahatma Gandhi once remarked, “I 

have remained a Hindu because Hinduism is the 

leaven that makes the world worth living." He 

explains, "There is something about Hinduism 

that has survived the decay of Babylonian, Syrian, 

Persian, and Egyptian civilizations."

”A way of life because of its integrated values, 

traditions, and beliefs in the lives of millions of 

those who are known Hindus. A religion, in India, 

termed DHARMA is preferred which is much 

broader than the western term religion.”

Evolving Beliefs

Hinduism is a difficult religion to define today. It 

defies all traditional and technical definitions of 

religion. There is no unified system of belief, 

practice, ritual, or worship related to sacred or 

religious things or ceremonies. No Polytheism in 

India, as many believe. 

It is difficult to provide a comprehensive definition 

d u e  t o  n u m e ro u s  t r a d i t i o n s ,  i d e a s ,  a n d 

philosophical perspectives. As a result of the 

demographic and global spread, the worldwide 

media exposure, and the positive and physical 

effects of yoga, Hinduism has grabbed the world's 

attention. Its emphasis on universal spiritual values, 

social justice, peace, a spiritual transformation of 

humanity has increased their interest in Hinduism. 

Its enculturation, an element of the Hindu culture 

(no Binding), has been exported to the west, gaining 

popularity. Yoga, Meditation, and other teachings 

that have become important cultural forces in 

western societies have given Hinduism a Global 

character.

When one stands in any temple and listens 

(whatever the ritual, ceremony, or prayer to the idol 

of any God is), one will find that worship is the 

application of all the tributes of God, even 

omnipresent to the image. Therefore, Hinduism, as I 

define it, is:-



Awaken The Power 
of Your Mind!
When we are able to control every 

thought even before it becomes a 

thought and is brought into the physical 

world as an action, then we are able to 

master our minds. The ancient Indian 

philosopher Vivekananda once said that 

all extraordinary forces and abilities 

originate in the mind of man. 

He further suggested that every mind 

communicates with all others regardless 

of location because there is only one 

universal mind. Thus, when we look 

deeply within using a calm inner gaze, 

meditate inwardly, and become aware of 

this stillness within us, then true insight 

can emerge from behind the layers of 

illusion, which usually obstructs our 

vision.



By G P. Capt. 
(Gallantry)K. K. Bhasin - S.M. 

My experiences were the reason I became very interested in this topic. As a graduate of both the 

sciences and social welfare fields, my curiosity was piqued by what I was witnessing. So I started 

studying and coordinating information on a variety of topics related to psychology (psychology), 

parapsychology, Prana, and Kundalini, etc. I was receiving hints of the death of a close relative from 

over one hundred miles away through dreams. The next morning, it appeared that they had indeed 

passed away due to lack of communication. 



After experiencing this first hand, I felt the need to 

raise awareness through scientific-based research 

and information sharing, thus helping others 

interested in learning more about these topics that 

are so relevant in today's modern world!

Below is a description of 
various levels of training 
in thought and mind control 
and how it leads to a 
positive way of thinking.

Thoughts are just thoughts, not much to get all 

hyped up, about. Let's try to figure out how they 

occur. Thoughts are transmitted via electrical 

pulses a brain produces when it is working for the 

body to perform a certain task or if stimulated by an 

outside source such as muscle movements when 

someone's speaking. A normal human brain 

consists of approximately 100 billion neurons and 

86 billion neurons that transmit messages from one 

neuron to another.

The mind is an embodied, relational process that 

regulates energy and information flow in the brain. 

The mind is the conscious result of firing neurons in 

the brain. It is a manifestation of thought 

perception, emotion determination, memory, and 

imagination occurring in the brain, commonly 

referred to as the process of thought. I believe that 

the brain is where the mind resides, a vessel that 

contains electronic impulses that create thought. I 

also believe that the mind is an identity and that 

thought is the function of the mind. Though 

developing the ability to deliberate good thoughts is 

good, it is important to review the phases of one's 

mind at times and reflect on them, thus rooting out 

all that is evil while cultivating all that is good.



Focused Thinking: Concentration and the degree of 

concentration that makes defense possible varies. 

Another factor is that we do not concentrate, but our 

minds do. However, due to the lack of power of 

detachment and concentration, it is difficult to 

control. 

It is important to be able to attach the mind to one 

thing while detaching it from it at the same time. 

These facts were well known to Vedic rishis. Lord 

Krishna has stated during discourse with Arjuna, 

that the mind that succeeds is the mind that is 

concerned. (Gita Chapter 2) 

Consciousness and Superconsciousness: 

Subconscious experience can destroy attachments, 

avers ions ,  de lus ions ,  d is turbances ,  and 

delinquencies. According to spiritualists, man can 

become infinite and free (a spiritual aspect) by 

reaching  a  superconsc ious  state  (above 

consciousness). However, the two ordinary currents 

IDA, (which controls subconscious action), and 

PINGALA (which transcends even consciousness), 

control the subconscious and even consciousness. 

Super-consciousness and unconsciousness are 

both sensationless. One is a state of dynamic 

awareness, while the other is a state of not being 

aware. Hindu Rishis, after their analytical studies, 

concluded that although the extraordinary is still 

natural, there is nothing supernatural about it. The 

mind is endowed with these extraordinary powers 

and part of the universal mind. Each mind relates to 

every other mind and each mind, wherever it occurs, 

actually communicates with the entire universe.



Epilogue: Knowledge of thought creation from 

impulses, i.e., roots of thoughts, thought delivery, 

and ætiology of the transfer of messages/thoughts, 

from one person to another, is limited. Researchers 

are still studying the production of electricity for 

thought creation and the transfer of electrons within 

neurons.  The same per tains to receiving 

information at the neuron stage and reconverting it 

into a message (go from thought to action and from 

action to thought). They are also trying to 

understand how the mind acquires the power to 

generate natural and extraordinary thoughts? 

However, the other aspects of mind function like 

reasoning, deliberation at various levels, and the 

process of concentration related to the firing of 

neurons should be investigated further. The theory 

of dissolving thought into ethereal vibrations and 

again resolving to thought is only being explored by 

researchers from allied schools of thought. The 

scientific community seems to have stopped 

peeping into the domain of supernatural/super 

wisdom and handed it to mystics, spiritualists, and 

other similar schools. 

To summarize, a man is growing in knowledge, 

power, and happiness, while his powers of 

thought are also increasing. Thus culture must 

progress as it studies facts and issues. It must 

analyze the facts and generalize them into 

principles and processes. It must pursue 

research leading to the propagation of truths.

Kundalini: In Indian tradition, Kundalini is known as 

Prana. It is described as nine psychic centers, 

referred to as Chakras, strung along the spine, from 

the base to the top/crown of the head. These centers 

contain nerves from other parts of the body called 

chakras. Each chakra functions as a locus for 

various emotions, mental energies, and until 

Kundalini awakens them, they are more or less 

dormant. Kundalini itself is bioelectric energy that 

resides in a latent state in the lowest chakra. The 

Kundalini energy (there are ample ways to activate 

this energy), rises the spine and opens the chakra 

one, five, or all. Chakras open up various talents, 

psychic abilities, etc. Kundalini works like an energy 

generator, while chakras are like bulbs.



G P. Capt. 
K. K. Bhasin Family
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